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SUMMARY 

 

Why do distantly related mammals like sheep, giant pandas and fur seals produce 

bleats that are characterised by vibrato-like fundamental frequency (F0) 

modulation?   To answer this question, we used psychoacoustic tests and 

comparative analyses to investigate whether this distinctive vocal feature has 

evolved to improve the perception of formants, key acoustic components of animal 

calls that encode important information about the caller’s size and identity 

[1].   Psychoacoustic tests on humans confirmed that vibrato-like F0 modulation 

improves the ability of listeners to detect differences in the formant patterns of 

synthetic bleat-like stimuli.  Subsequent phylogenetically controlled comparative 

analyses revealed that vibrato-like F0 modulation has evolved independently in six 

mammalian orders in vocal signals with relatively high F0 and, therefore, low 

spectral density (i.e. less harmonic overtones). We also found that mammals 

modulate the vibrato in these calls over greater frequency extents when the 

number of harmonic overtones per formant is low, suggesting that this is a 

mechanism to improve formant perception in calls with low spectral density.  Our 

findings constitute the first evidence that formant perception in non-speech sounds 

is improved by fundamental frequency modulation, and provide a mechanism for 

the convergent evolution of bleat-like calls in mammals. They also indicate that 

selection pressures for animals to transmit important information encoded by 

formant frequencies (on size and identity, for example) are likely to have been a 

key driver in the evolution of mammal vocal diversity.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

According to the source-filter theory of voice production, the key components of 

mammal vocal signals are produced in two stages [2].  A source signal is produced in 

the larynx and characterised by its fundamental frequency (F0), which corresponds to 

the rate of vocal fold vibration in the larynx and determines the perceived pitch of the 

signal [3]. This source signal is then filtered in the supra-laryngeal vocal tract, whose 

resonance properties determine the formants that appear as broadband frequency 

maxima in the sound spectrum and determine the timbre of the signal [3]. One of the 

key assumptions of the source-filter theory is that F0 and formants can vary 



independently, and both have been shown to provide receivers with important biosocial 

information on the caller’s phenotype or motivational state [1].  However, the value of 

F0 can also affect the resolution of the formants and hence the availability of any 

information encoded by them.  For example, when F0 is high, and the distance between 

the harmonic overtones (multiple integers of F0) is large, formant peaks are poorly 

resolved because the density of harmonics sampling the spectral envelope is relatively 

low [4] (Figure 1).  Consistent with this, studies involving human listeners have 

confirmed that both the discrimination of vowels (which relies on formant perception) 

and the discrimination of formant patterns in synthetic voice-like signals are poorer 

when F0 is raised [5-7]. 

High spectral density can be achieved by a low F0 (Figure 1B) or broadband 

frequency noise/deterministic chaos [8].  However, vocal signals with low F0 or 

deterministic chaos may be selected against in affiliative contexts because they are 

typically associated with aggressive intent [9]. An alternative mechanism for increasing 

harmonic density in signals with relatively high F0s is to modulate F0 so that the 

harmonics scan a wider frequency bandwidth (Figure 1C).  If F0 is repeatedly 

modulated then the likelihood and number of times that harmonics cross vocal tract 

resonances increase (Figure 1D), which should improve the resolution and perceptual 

salience of formants.  However, work testing this hypothesis on humans has yielded 

conflicting results, with some studies indicating that vibrato-like F0 modulation may 

slightly improve formant perception [10-12], while others suggest that rapid F0 

modulation hinders formant perception [13, 14]. Whether F0 modulation improves the 

salience of formants therefore remains an open question.  

In this study we hypothesized that nonhuman animal vocalizations with 

sinusoidal F0 modulation (defined as an unbroken F0 contour that is modulated in a 

periodic, sinusoidal fashion), such as sheep bleats, horse whinnies and marmoset trills, 

may have evolved to highlight the formant pattern in high F0 calls with concomitant 

low harmonic density.  To investigate this hypothesis, we combined human 

psychoacoustic tests and phylogenetically controlled comparative analyses. 

Psychoacoustic tests on human listeners sought to determine whether sinusoidal F0 

modulation (hereafter SFM) improves the perceptual salience of formants in non-

speech, bleat-like stimuli based on a source-filter production mechanism (for stimulus 

preparation see Supplementary Experimental Procedures). Participants were presented 

with synthetic vocal stimuli with or without SFM, and across a range of different mean 



F0s.  The stimuli were presented in pairs that were either identical, or differed only in 

the value of the fourth formant (F4).   F4 was chosen because it is more likely to vary 

with vocal tract length and voice individuality than the lower three formants  (which 

are used to produce vowel sounds), yet it remains well within the range of peak human 

auditory sensitivity [15].  To test whether humans can perceive subtle differences in 

formant patterns F4 was shifted up 3%, or down 3%, from its original value of 3850 Hz 

(Figure 2 and Figure S1). Previous work indicates that formant shifts of 3% and above 

are perceptible to humans whereas shifts below this magnitude a significantly harder to 

detect [7]. 

On the premise that F0 modulation increases the likelihood that harmonics cross 

formants (Figure 1D), we predicted that human participants would be best at detecting 

small shifts in the value of the fourth formant (F4) in stimuli with SFM (Figure 2A, and 

Figure S1).  The best supported Generalised Estimating Equations (GEE) model, with 

the lowest Quasi Likelihood under Independence Model Criterion (QIC) value, 

included the mean F0 of the stimulus pairs, the subject’s gender, and the interaction 

term ‘F0 modulation condition x gender’.  This binary logistic GEE model revealed a 

significant main effect of F0 modulation condition (SFM versus no F0 modulation) on 

classification performance (correct or incorrect) (GEE: N = 34, Wald 2
1, 1223 = 28.32, 

p < 0.001): subjects were better at classifying the stimuli with SFM as sounding the 

same or different than they were for stimuli with no F0 modulation (Figure 2C). Men 

were overall better than women at classifying stimuli (Wald 2
1, 1223 = 6.66, p = 0.010) 

and a significant interaction between F0 modulation condition and gender (Wald 2
1, 

1223 = 5.85, p = 0.016) revealed that the positive effect of SFM on formant perception 

was strongest in male participants.   Classification rates were also higher for stimuli 

with lower mean F0 (Wald 2
3, 1221 = 45.29, p < 0.001).   

To further explore how SFM improves the perception of F4 shifts we calculated 

the number of times a harmonic entered the F4 bandwidth for the different classes of 

SFM stimuli (STAR Methods) and performed a linear regression between these values 

and the mean proportion of correct classifications.  The number of times that a harmonic 

crossed into the F4 bandwidth in the SFM stimuli (F4 strikes) was positively correlated 

with the mean proportion of correct classifications (F1, 9  = 5.58, p = 0.042) (Figure 2D).  

Taken together, the results of the psychoacoustic tests confirm that SFM improves the 

ability of human listeners to perceive small shifts in the formant pattern of bleat-like 



stimuli, and indicate that improved perception of formant variation in the SFM stimuli 

is driven by an increase in the number of times that harmonics strike formants.    

Having established that SFM improves formant perception in human listeners, 

and making the assumption that these observations could generalise to other 

mammalian species, we then used phylogenetically controlled comparative analyses 

[16-18] to investigate the possible factors behind the evolution of SFM in nonhuman 

mammals. Data on mean F0 for 92 mammal species (Table S1) revealed that SFM has 

independently evolved in six mammalian orders: Carnivora, Primate, Artiodactyla, 

Perissondactyla, Rodentia, and Chiroptera (Figure 3).   We predicted that SFM should 

evolve in nonhuman mammal calls with fewer harmonics per formant when compared 

to other call-types. A Brownian Motion + Pagel’s lambda (λ) Phylogenetic Generalized 

Least Squares (PGLS) regression model with log10 body mass as a covariate (Table S2) 

was used to examine the relationship between harmonics to formant ratio (see STAR 

Methods for estimation of this parameter) and call-type (SFM calls versus all other call-

types).  SFM calls (N = 21 species) had a significantly lower log10 harmonics to formant 

ratio than other call-types (N = 71 species) (PGLS: estimate ± s.e. = -0.240 ± 0.094, λ 

= 0.71, t3, 89 = -2.419, P = 0.013) (Figure 4A).  

Finally, we examined the relationship between the harmonics to formant ratio 

and percent modulation of F0 in SFM calls from 21 mammal species (Table S3).  We 

predicted that F0 would be modulated over a greater frequency range in species that 

produce SFM calls with relatively lower harmonics to formant ratios, and in which the 

harmonics would be required to scan a larger frequency range in order to strike 

formants. A Brownian motion evolutionary model with habitat, social structure, and 

log10 body mass as covariates (Table S4) revealed that % F0 modulation was negatively 

correlated with log10 harmonics to formant ratio (estimate ± s.e. = -13.249 ± 5.185, t5, 

16 = -2.555, P = 0.021) (Figure 4B).  This result indicates that F0 is modulated over a 

relatively wider frequency range in SFM calls with fewer harmonics per formant, 

supporting the contention that SFM functions to scan the spectrum so that harmonics 

are more likely to excite formants.     

The results of these psychoacoustic and comparative investigations provide 

insights into the convergent evolution of a distinctive form of mammal vocalization that 

is often referred to as a bleat or trill, and is characterized by periodic, sinusoidal F0 

modulation (SFM).   The psychoacoustic tests on human subjects confirmed that 

participants were significantly better at detecting small differences in the formant 



pattern of synthetic vocal stimuli when those stimuli were characterized by SFM. We 

also provide clear evidence that formant perception in the SFM stimuli is improved as 

modulating harmonics cross formants to provide them with excitation energy and, 

consistent with previous findings [7], we found that men performed better than women 

in the discrimination task. Taken together, the results of the psychoacoustic tests 

support the general hypothesis that SFM enhances formant perception, and could 

therefore have evolved in nonhuman mammals for this purpose. Indeed, these 

observations are likely to generalize to receivers of nonhuman mammals, as formants 

have been shown to be both perceptually discriminable and important in size/identity 

communication in a wide range of mammalian species [1]  

The subsequent comparative analysis revealed that SFM occurs in mammal 

calls characterized by a relatively higher F0 (and therefore a lower expected harmonic 

density in the absence of modulation) and SFM calls with fewer harmonics per formant 

tend to be modulated over greater frequency ranges. These results provide strong 

support for the hypothesis that SFM functions to highlight formants in calls with low 

harmonic densities, in which an unmodulated F0 would not produce sufficient spectral 

density to resolve the formants.  Interestingly, a spectral density of less than 4.4 

harmonics per formant is known to significantly impair human formant perception for 

vowel discrimination [4], and all the species producing calls with SFM had a ratio of 

harmonics to predicted formant spacing of 4.4 or less (Table S3).  Accordingly, we 

suggest that once the harmonic density drops to around 4 harmonics per formant, SFM 

becomes an effective mechanism for highlighting functional information encoded by 

formants.   

Mammal calls often have distinctive formant patterns, attributed to individual 

differences in vocal tract morphology, and several studies on humans and other 

nonhuman mammals have confirmed the importance of formants as cues to individual 

identity [1, 19-21].  We therefore suggest that SFM is important for highlighting 

individually distinctive formant patterns in a range of nonhuman mammal calls.  

Another mechanism for highlighting formants is to produce calls with a low F0 or 

broadband frequency noise [8]; however, because low frequency or noisy calls are 

typically associated with aggression [9], SFM is likely to be favoured for highlighting 

formant-related information in affiliative contexts.  While the exact social context of 

SFM call production is not documented for all of the species in the analysis, only one 

of the 21 SFM call-types in the dataset is produced in an agonistic context (the giant 



otter scream) (Table S3).  All the other examples are produced in nonaggressive 

contexts when animals are thought to be promoting contact with other conspecifics and 

in which identity cueing is likely to be important, such as mother-offspring contact, 

promoting contact with mating partners, and reuniting with social group members. It is 

also possible that other characteristics of SFM calls are used for identity cueing in these 

contexts.  For example, the rate and extent of F0 modulation contribute to individual 

vocal distinctiveness in Australian sea lions [22] and goats [23], respectively, and may 

therefore be individually distinctive components of SFM calls in other species. 

In conclusion, these investigations have provided a highly plausible scenario for 

the convergent evolution of bleat-like calls in terrestrial mammal vocal signals, and 

highlight the importance of an interdisciplinary approach to tacking questions about the 

evolution of mammal vocal diversity. Future work should probe the ability of 

nonhuman mammals to discriminate between different callers using re-synthesised 

SFM calls with varying levels of F0 modulation. Investigations could also be extended 

to other vertebrates and to vocal signals that do not have SFM, but nevertheless contain 

strong F0 modulation that may function to highlight important formant-related 

information. By adopting a phylogenetically controlled comparative approach, these 

studies may reveal other examples of convergent evolution in vocal signal structure, 

and allow researchers to gain a better understanding of how and why certain features 

of animal vocalisations evolve independently in distantly related species. 

 

Figure legends 

 

Figure 1: The effect of different F0 characteristics on formant resolution. Panel A 

shows a power spectrum of a 500 Hz tone without F0 modulation and three formants at 

550 Hz, 1650 Hz and 2750 Hz, labelled F1, F2 and F3, respectively. The power 

spectrum in panel B has a 250 Hz unmodulated F0 with the same formant pattern. The 

lower F0 and closer harmonic spacing provides greater formant resolution.  In panel C 

a 500 Hz F0 is modulated in a sinusoidal fashion at 50% of its mean value.  The SFM 

highlights the same formant pattern shown in panels A and B in more detail.      Panel 

D shows a section of a giant panda bleat spectrogram in which the third and fourth 

harmonics (labelled upper and lower) of F0 strike the third formant. As a harmonic 

coincides with the centre frequency of the formant the darkening on the spectrogram 



indicates an increase in frequency amplitude, which should increase the perceptual 

salience of the formant.  

 

Figure 2: Psychoacoustic test stimuli and results.  The upper panel shows 

spectrograms of vocal stimuli with (A) and without (B) sinusoidal F0 modulation 

(SFM).  F0 = 250 Hz in both spectrograms and H1 and H2 refer to the first and second 

harmonic, respectively.  The fourth formant (F4) is shifted up by 3% in the second 

presentation of each stimulus pair.  Spectrogram settings: window length = 0.05 s, 

frequency step = 20 Hz, dynamic range = 40 dB, Gaussian window shape.  Panel C 

shows the estimates ± SEM of the proportion of correct classifications made by 

participants for the two F0 modulation conditions.  The relationship between the 

number of times harmonics enter the F4 bandwidth (F4 strikes) and the percentage of 

correct classifications in the SFM stimuli is shown in panel D. Each of the data points 

represent the mean correct classification rates across all 34 human subjects for each 

log10 transformed F4 strike value.  See also Figure S1 for spectrograms of all the vocal 

stimuli.   

 

Figure 3: Examples of sinusoidal F0 modulation (SFM) in mammals.  Phylogeny 

used to control for shared ancestry between different mammal species (A) and examples 

of SFM calls from each of the 21 species that produce these vocalisations, often called 

“bleats” or “trills” (B).   Red stars denote species that produce SFM calls. Spectrograms 

were generated using the following settings: window length = 0.01-0.05 s, frequency 

step = 20 Hz, dynamic range = 40 dB, Gaussian window shape.  For the Baird’s pocket 

gopher, pygmy marmoset, and grey-headed flying fox the spectrograms were taken 

from the literature [24-26] because we could not obtain recordings for these species. 

Panel C shows how the F0 characteristics of SFM calls were measured.  Complete 

cycles of SFM are labeled FM1, FM2 etc. See also Table S1 and Table S3 for acoustic 

data on SFM calls and the sample composition.   

 

Figure 4: Support for the hypothesis that sinusoidal F0 modulation (SFM) 

functions to highlight formants in calls with low spectral density. Panel A presents 

the estimates ± SEM of log10 harmonics to formants ratio for SFM (N = 21) and other 

call types (N = 71) derived from a Brownian Motion + Pagel’s lambda (λ) model with 

log10 body mass as a covariate. SFM calls have significantly lower harmonics to 



formants ratio than other call-types.  Panel B shows the relationship between log10 

harmonics to formants ratio and % F0 modulation in the SFM calls of 21 mammal 

species.   The dotted line represents the slope and intercept obtained from the PGLS 

regression. % F0 modulation is significantly higher in SFM calls with lower harmonics 

to formant ratios. See also Table S1 and Table S3. 
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STAR METHODS 

 

CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING  

Further information and requests for protocols and datasets should be directed to and 

will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Benjamin D. Charlton 

(benjamin.charlton@ucd.ie).  

 

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS  

A total of 34 college undergraduates (15 males and 19 females) aged between 18-22 

years (mean age = 18.6 years) completed the psychoacoustic experiment at the Bader 

International Study Centre. All the participants gave informed consent.  The University 

College Dublin Office of Research Ethics approved the human psychoacoustic tests 

(LS-15-39-Charlton).   

 

METHOD DETAILS  

Creation of vocal stimuli for the psychoacoustic tests 

A series of vocal stimuli with and without F0 modulation were synthesized using Praat 

(www.praat.org) and following the principles of the source-filter theory of voice 

production [2, 3] (Figure S1). The stimuli consisted of a two second long harmonic 

tone, the ‘source’, combined with a formantGrid pattern, the ‘filter’.  The harmonic 

tones were created from a sine wave (using “Create Sound from formula... “ in Praat) 

and the following settings: Channels: Mono, Start time (s) = 0, End time (s) = 2, 

Sampling frequency (Hz) = 44100, Formula: sin(2*pi*'f0'*x + 

('f0modupdown'/10)*(sin(2*pi*('f0modrate'*x)))).  The parameters 'f0' and 

'f0modupdown' in the formula were adjusted to create sine waves with 4 different mean 

F0s (250 Hz, 500 Hz, 750 Hz, and 1000 Hz) and 3 levels of F0 modulation: no 

modulation, SFM at 5 cycles per second, and SFM at 10 cycles per second.  The 

variation in mean F0 and the rate of F0 modulation in the SFM generated variability in 

the amount of times that harmonics entered the F4 bandwidth, which in turn allowed us 
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to examine how this factor affected classification performance.  The starting phase for 

all the sinusoidal tones was set at zero degrees and the extent of sinusoidal F0 

modulation ('f0modupdown') was fixed at 100Hz.  The modulated sine waves were then 

converted into harmonic sounds using the ‘To Sound (phonation)…’ command in Praat 

and the standard settings (Sampling frequency (Hz) = 44100, Adaptation factor = 1.0, 

Maximum period (s) = 0.05, Open phase = 0.7, Collision phase = 0.03, Power 1 = 3.0, 

Power 2 = 4.0, no ‘Hum’).  

The formant pattern was created using a formantGrid in Praat with equally 

spaced formants (“schwa”) to approximate an idealized uniform straight tube, or an 

unperturbed vocal tract. The formantGrid consisted of 10 formants at: F1 = 550, F2 

=1650, F3 = 2750, F4 = 3850, F5 = 4950, F6 = 6050, F7 = 7150, F8 = 8250, F9 = 9350 

and F10 = 10450 Hz.  The default formant bandwidth was used so that F1 had a 

bandwidth of 60Hz, and subsequent formants in adjacent tiers had the bandwidth 

increased by 50 Hz throughout the time domain; so that F2 bandwidth = 110 Hz, F3 

bandwidth = 160 Hz, F4 bandwidth = 210 Hz, and so on.  The overall F of 1100 Hz 

corresponds to a vocal tract length of 15.9 cm, which falls within the typical human 

range [3]. To create our different formant patterns the baseline formantGrid then had 

the frequency value of the 4th formant (F4) shifted up 3%, or down 3%, from its original 

value of 3850 Hz, using the ‘Modify Formula (frequencies)…’ command, to create a 

total of three different formantGrid patterns: F4 shifted up 3%, down 3%, and no shift. 

Previous work indicates formant shifts less than 3% are significantly harder for humans 

to perceive than shifts of this magnitude or above [7].  The fourth formant was chosen 

because it sits in the range of peak human auditory sensitivity [15]. The harmonic tones 

and formantGrid patterns were combined to create the synthetic vocal stimuli using the 

‘Filter’ option in Praat, the intensity of all the stimuli was standardized to 65 dB, and a 

0.1 s fade out was applied. For each of the four mean F0s and three F0 modulation 

conditions (no modulation, SFM at 5 cycles per second, and SFM at 10 cycles per 

second) the stimuli were arranged in matched pairs so that stimuli with the original 

formant pattern (baseline condition) were followed 0.5 seconds either by exactly the 

same stimuli, or stimuli with a formant pattern that had F4 shifted up or down by 3% 

(Figure 2A and B).  In this way a set of 36 different stimuli were created (Figure S1): 3 

F0 modulation conditions x 4 mean F0 conditions x 3 shift directions.  The sequences 

were saved as WAV files at 44.1 kHz and 16 bits amplitude resolution. 

 



Calculation of F4 strikes in the vocal stimuli 

The F4 bandwidths for the three different formant patterns were 3630-3840 Hz, 3745-

3955 Hz and 3861-4071 Hz (calculated as a 210 Hz bandwidth for F4 shifted down 3%, 

not shifted, and shifted up 3% from its original value of 3850).  We then calculated the 

frequency range that each harmonic in the stimuli would scan over one complete cycle 

of SFM, and noted if harmonics crossed into the F4 bandwidths for each F4 shift 

condition over the four stimulus mean F0s.  To calculate the number of F4 strikes per 

second we then multiplied the number of harmonics entering the F4 bandwidth by 5 for 

SFM stimuli modulated at 5 cycles per second and 10 for SFM stimuli modulated at 10 

cycles per second.   

 

Experimental procedure for the psychoacoustic tests 

Participants were seated in a quiet room for the duration of the experiment and the 

stimuli were presented using a Dell Inspiron 1750 computer with the volume setting at 

a comfortable pre-set level. All participants wore Dynamode DH-660MV headphones 

for the stimulus presentation.  The experimenter provided detailed instructions prior to 

the experiment and remained in the room, but out of sight of the participant throughout 

the experimental procedure.  Participants were informed that they would hear pairs of 

computer-generated audio stimuli, that the two repetitions might be identical to one 

another in frequency or slightly different, and that their task was to rate whether each 

pair of audio stimuli sound the same or different by clicking on the appropriate button 

on the computer screen bearing that label (‘Different’ or ‘Same’). Each participant 

received the 36 unique stimulus pairs representing three F0 modulation conditions at 

four levels of mean F0 with F4 shifted up or down 3%, or not shifted (3 F0 modulation 

conditions x 4 mean F0 conditions x 3 F4 shifts). Custom-written software in Python 

v2.8 was used to randomize stimulus presentation and collect responses. 

 

Data sources for the comparative analyses 

For the comparative analyses we collated acoustic and body weight data from published 

studies (Table S1).  Whenever possible acoustic and body mass data were obtained 

from the same published source.  If body weight data were not available from the 

acoustic studies we referred to the PANTHERIA v.1 database [27]. We collected 

acoustic data on mean F0 from 92 species and mean formant frequency spacing (F) 

values from 23 species (Table S1).  F0 and formant data were available for 22 species 



(southern hairy-nosed wombat harsh coughs have published formant data but do not 

have an observable F0 [28]).  Accordingly, we estimated F for the remaining 70 

species using a model (Figure S2).  For four species mean F0 was taken as the average 

of the minimum and maximum reported values [sensu 29, 30].  For the Diana monkey, 

banded mongoose and northern fur seal mean F0 was measured from a published 

spectrogram using a clear ruler to extrapolate from the axes.  To calculate F we used 

the first 2 to 9 formant frequencies (mean = 5) and the regression method of Reby & 

McComb [31], in which the formant frequency values are plotted against those that 

would be expected if the vocal tract was a straight uniform tube closed at one end (the 

glottis) and open at the other (the mouth).  This method is a very accurate way to 

estimate F in species with unevenly spaced formants [as is typical in mammals 31, 

32-34].  We excluded species with adaptations that allow them to produce exceptionally 

low or high frequencies (F0 or formants) for their size (such as descended larynges, 

hypertrophied larynges, nasal proboscis’s, and additional resonators, for example), and 

restricted the dataset to adult mammals.  To find examples of calls with sinusoidal F0 

modulation (SFM) we examined spectrograms from published papers.  SFM is defined 

as an unbroken F0 contour that is modulated in a periodic, sinusoidal fashion (see 

Figure 3 for examples).  In total we were able to identify SFM vocalisations for 21 

mammal species (Figure 3, Table S3).   Acoustic data for SFM characteristics were 

only reported for eight taxa (grey-headed flying fox, giant panda, goat, pygmy 

marmoset, South American fur seal, Australian sea lion, grey mouse lemur, and Baird’s 

pocket gopher) (Table S3).  Thus, to determine whether F0 modulation extent increases 

as the ratio of harmonics to formants decreases, we obtained recordings of SFM 

vocalisations for 13 additional species for which we could not find the necessary 

acoustic data from the Animal Sound Archive at the Museum für Naturkunde Berlin 

(http://www.animalsoundarchive.org/) and the Macaulay Library  

(http://macaulaylibrary.org/) (see Table S3 for sample composition).  Red panda bleats 

were obtained from Cao et al supplementary material [35] and a Hollywood Edge 

(Animal Trax) audio CD, and capybara whines were downloaded from the 

“capybaraworld” website (https://capybaraworld.wordpress.com/) (Table S3).  Because 

the physical and social environment shapes the acoustic features of vocal signals [30, 

36, 37], we also collected data on the typical habitat (terrestrial or arboreal) and social 

structure (social versus solitary) for each of the species in our comparative analyses 
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from the Encyclopaedia of Life website (http://eol.org/) to control for these factors in 

the analyses.   

 

Calculation of harmonics to formant ratio 

To obtain the harmonics to formants ratio for all the species in our phylogenetic 

analyses it was necessary to have data on F.   We were able to obtain data on F0 and 

formant frequencies for 22 taxa without adaptations to lower formants (such as 

descended larynges and additional resonators, for example) and used this to examine 

the relationship between log10 F and log10 body mass.  An Ordinary Least Squares 

(OLS) model without species’ habitat (terrestrial or arboreal) and social structure 

(solitary or social) as covariates proved to be the best supported model, with the lowest 

AICc value (Table S2). This model revealed a very close negative relationship between 

log10 F and log10 body mass (R2 = 0.88, estimate ± s.e. = -0.295 ± 0.024, t1,  21 = -

12.49, P < 0.001) (Figure S2), and subsequently allowed us to predict F for the 70 

species in our analysis for which we could not obtain published data on formant 

frequencies (Table S1). Log10 F was calculated by substituting “x” for a given specie’s 

log10 body mass in the OLS model regression equation: (-0.294725x + 4.292901).  We 

were then able to calculate the inverse log (10x) of the Y value obtained, and predict 

harmonics to formant ratio by dividing predF (the predicted average spacing between 

the formants) by mean F0 (the spacing between harmonics).   

 

Acoustic analysis of SFM calls 

To measure mean F0 and the extent of F0 modulation in the SFM vocalisations we used 

custom-built scripts in Praat 5.1.32 [38] (www.praat.org).  A cross-correlation 

algorithm was used to produce time-varying numerical representations of the F0 

contour for each call, and we also viewed spectrograms corresponding to the individual 

calls to check the acoustic values using on screen cursors.   The time step in the analysis 

was 0.01, and a five-point average smoothing filter was used to remove any rapid 

variations caused by analysis imprecision. To limit the possibility of “octave jumps,” 

the minimum and maximum values for F0 were set according to the F0 contour as 

observed on the spectrogram. F0 modulation extent for each call was calculated as the 

mean peak-to-peak variation of each cycle of SFM in hertz divided by the mean F0 [32] 

(Figure 3C).   These values were then multiplied by 100 to give mean % F0 modulation 
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for each of the calls in the analysis, thereby standardising the extent of F0 modulation 

across species and calls.    

 

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS  

All the statistics were conducted using R v3.2.3 [39], two-tailed probability values are 

quoted, and significance levels were set at p = 0.05.  To examine variation in listeners’ 

classification performance for the different classes of psychoacoustic stimuli we ran 

generalized estimating equations (GEE) using the geepack package in R [40]. For the 

comparative analyses we conducted phylogenetic generalised least squares (PGLS) 

regressions using the using the gls function (nlme package) in R [41].  The use of PGLS 

regressions allowed us to control for the confounding effects of shared phylogenetic 

ancestry [42, 43]. 

 

Psychoacoustic tests 

A binomial GEE with a logit link function was used to examine variation in 

classification performance with the participants’ responses entered as a binary logistic 

(correct or incorrect) dependent variable.  F0 modulation condition (no F0 modulation 

versus SFM) and mean F0 condition (250, 500, 750 and 1000 Hz) were entered into the 

GEE as within-subjects factors, and gender as a between-subjects factor.  The best 

supported model with the lowest quasi-likelihood under the independence model 

criterion (QIC) [44] included the interaction term F0 modulation condition x gender.  

 

Comparative analyses 

The PGLS regressions used untransformed branch lengths and splitting dates from a 

recent molecular phylogeny of mammals [45] and the maximum-likelihood method to 

estimate Pagel’s lamda (λ). The first PGLS model allowed us to determine the 

relationship between log10 F and log10 body mass (in grams) while controlling for 

habitat (arboreal versus terrestrial), social structure (solitary versus social) and 

phylogeny (Figure S2, Table S5).  We were then able to predict F for 70 species 

without published formant frequency data using the regression equation from this 

PGLS model. Two subsequent PGLS regressions were then used to test whether SFM 

calls have lower harmonics to formant ratios and whether % modulation of mean F0 in 

SFM calls increases as the harmonics to formant ratio decreases.   For each hypothesis 



we computed five PGLS regression models that were designed to test a different 

evolutionary scenario, and chose the most parsimonious model with the lowest Akaike 

Information Criterion statistic corrected for sample size (AICc). The different models 

were an Ornstein–Uhlenbeck (OU) model of evolution, a non-phylogenetic ordinary 

least-squares (OLS) model, a pure Brownian motion (BM) model, and two restricted 

maximum-likelihood (REML) Brownian motion models that allow parameters to vary 

with the strength of the phylogenetic signal, a Brownian motion + Pagel’s lambda (BM 

+ λ) and a Brownian motion + Grafen’s rho   (BM + ρ) model [for more details see 

16]. The ‘dredge’ function in R (MuMIn’ package [46]) was used to iterate through all 

variable combinations in a global model that included log10 body mass, habitat, and 

social structure, so we could select the best supported model with the lowest AICc value 

(see Table S2, Table S4, Table S5 for model outputs).  Harmonic density was log10 

transformed to achieve a normal distribution. 

 

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY  

The datasets necessary to run the analyses included in this paper are provided at: 

https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/6yrf6xjjp6/1 


